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Why It Matters
In the 1990s, several nations of Europe formed 
the European Union, an alliance that works for 
the region’s economic and political unity. 
Many European countries have replaced their 
national currencies with a common currency  —
  the euro. As one of the world’s leading eco-
nomic powers, Europe has long had close 
political, cultural, and economic ties to the 
United States. Because of this important 
relationship, European ideas and prac-
tices have shaped your life and may 
continue to do so in the years  ahead.
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Europe
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY Europe is a peninsula of peninsulas, 
with many fingers of land sticking out into the Atlantic Ocean 
and the Mediterranean Sea. It also includes several large 
islands and island groups. Over the centuries, Europeans have 
taken advantage of their location, using the sea as a source 
of food and an avenue for trade and  exploration.

Europe’s landscape has three layers — highlands in the far 
north, a broad central lowland plain, and a more moun tain  ous 
south. The climate tends to be mild because warm waters 
from the Gulf of Mexico reach the northwestern edge of 
Europe, and winds carry their warmth to the  region.

1  PLAINS AND PLATEAUS The 
Northern European Plain, which 
stretches from southern France to 
Poland, is so large that it gives Europe 
the lowest average elevation of all 
 continents.

2  LAKES AND RIVERS The Danube 
River flows from southern Germany to 
the Black Sea. Like many European 
rivers, it is an important commercial 
route as well as being  scenic.

3  MOUNTAINS The Alps separate 
one part of Europe from another and 
provide the source for many of the 
region’s major  rivers.
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4  NATURAL RESOURCES Quarries like 
this one in Greece produce marble, a fine 
stone used to make statues and buildings. 
Like Greece, Italy is famous for the quality of 
its  marble.
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UNIT 4 WHAT MAKES THIS A REGION?
Europe
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY Though rela-
tively small, Europe is home to many 
different languages and cultural groups. 
Nations in the region formed along these 
cultural lines. Throughout history, con-
flicts between competing nations caused 
destruction in the region. In recent years, 
most of Europe has joined together in an 
economic and political union that has 
fostered peace and  prosperity.

1

1100 B.C. Greek city-states

264 B.C.–A.D. 476 Rise and 
fall of Roman  Empire

A.D. 79 Vesuvius erupts, 
destroying city of  Pompeii

A.D. 1350–1550  Renaissance

A.D. 1600s  Enlightenment A.D. 1780s Industrial 
Revolution begins in 
Great  Britain

David by Michelangelo

A.D. 1504 Michelangelo 
completes the David
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1  ECONOMY New construc-
tion and other projects are being 
carried out in Germany and else-
where in Europe to try to link 
the poorer economies in the 
eastern part of the region with 
the more wealthy, productive 
economies farther  west.

2  CULTURE Ethnic dance 
groups, like the one these Irish 
girls belong to, are one method 
Europeans use to preserve their 
different  cultures.

3  PEOPLE Low birthrates 
and long lives are making 
Europe’s population grow older. 
This aging may cause serious 
problems for the region’s econo-
mies in the  future.

3
2

A.D. 1947–1991 Cold  War

A.D. 1989 Fall of the 
Berlin  Wall

A.D. 1992 European Union 
 formed

A.D. 2002 Unified European mone-
tary policy and currency (euro)

A.D. 1914–1919 
World War I

A.D. 1939–1945 World War II /
Holocaust; Winston Churchill serves as 
Prime Minister or the United Kingdom 
from 1940–1945 and 1951–1955

Winston Churchill

The fall of the Berlin Wall
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A Compact  Region
Europe’s small size is reinforced by the relative shortness of its mountain 

ranges and rivers. As you study the maps and graphics on these pages, look 
for the geographical features that make the region unique. Then answer the 
questions below on a separate sheet of  paper.

1. How do you think the different landforms of northern and southern Europe 
would affect ways of life in those two  areas?

2. Why would Europeans have to cooperate over use of rivers like the Tagus, 
Rhine, Elbe, and  Danube?

3. What influence do you think the Mediterranean Sea would have on the 
development of European  society?
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POLITICAL Europe
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A Region of Strong  Nationalism
Europe’s political map today shows the region’s fragmentation into many 

nations. As you study the maps on these pages, look for patterns that indi-
cate changes over time. Then answer the questions below on a separate 
sheet of  paper.

1. What countries existed in Europe in 1914 or in 1935 but no longer do? What 
do you think happened to these  countries?

2. In which areas of Europe would you expect to see more ethnic diversity?  Why?

3. How might the location of the United Kingdom have affected the development 
of society  there?

1917 United States enters 
World War I

1919 Treaty of Versailles end-
ing World War I is signed

1919 League of Nations 
created to prevent wars

1933 Hitler becomes 
chancellor of Germany

1914 
Assassination of 
Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand

1914–1918 World War I

EUROPE 1914 EUROPE 1935

Adolf HitlerArchduke 
Franz Ferdinand
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ECONOMIC ACTIVITY Europe

Resources and Environmental  Threats
Europeans have used the region’s resources to develop strong economies, but 

they have also damaged their environment. As you study the maps and graph-
ics on these pages, look for patterns connecting resources and environmental 
concerns. Then answer the questions below on a separate sheet of  paper.

1. What sources of energy are prominent in Europe? What connection might 
there be between these energy sources and soil  conditions?

2. What prospects do you see for European agriculture?  Why?

3. Which country probably has the strongest wood products industry?  Why?
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DEFOLIATION IN EUROPE

Logging in Sweden
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Country, 
Capital, & Area

Population 
& Density 

Life 
Expectancy
at Birth

GDP
Per Capita*

% Urban Literacy 
Rate 
(%)

Years of
Compulsory
Education

Phone Lines/ 
Cell Phones 
(per 1,000 people)

Internet 
Users 
(per 1,000 people)

Flag &
Language

3,200,000
286 per sq.  mi.
111 per sq. km

74 yrs. $4,900 42 86.5 8 71/276 3.9

Albanian

100,000
426 per sq.  mi.
222 per sq. km

NA $26,800 92 100.0 10 NA 119.3 (2003)

Catalan

8,200,000
252 per sq.  mi.
98 per sq. km

79 yrs. $31,300 54 98.0 9 489/786 409.4

German

9,800,000
122 per sq.  mi.
47 per sq. km

69 yrs. $6,800 72 99.6 10 299/47 81.6

Belarusian

10,500,000
887 per sq.  mi.
344 per sq. km

79 yrs. $30,600 97 98.0 13 494/786 328.3
Dutch, French, 

German

3,800,000
195 per sq.  mi.
74 per sq. km

74 yrs. $6,500 43 NA NA 237/196 26.2

Bosnian

7,700,000
181 per sq.  mi.
69 per sq. km

72 yrs. $8,200 70 98.6 8 368/333 80.8

Bulgarian

4,400,000
203 per sq.  mi.
78 per sq. km

75 yrs. $11,200 56 98.5 8 417/535 180.4

Croatian

1,000,000
270 per sq.  mi.
108 per sq. km

77 yrs. $20,300 65 97.6 9 688/584 293.7

Greek

10,200,000
335 per sq.  mi.
129 per sq. km

75 yrs. $16,800 77 99.9 10 362/849 256.3

Czech

5,400,000
326 per sq.  mi.
125 per sq. km

77 yrs. $32,200 72 100.0 10 689/833 512.8

Danish

COUNTRY PROFILES Europe
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11,100 sq. mi.
28,749 sq. km

174 sq. mi.
451 sq. km

32,378 sq. mi.
83,859 sq. km

80,154 sq. mi.
207,598 sq. km

11,787 sq. mi.
30,528 sq. km

19,741 sq.  mi.
51,129 sq. km

42,822 sq.  mi.
110,908 sq. km

21,830 sq.  mi.
56,539 sq. km

3,571 sq.  mi.
9,249 sq. km

30,448 sq.  mi.
78,860 sq. km

16,637 sq.  mi.
43,090 sq. km

UNIT 4 REGIONAL ATLAS

* The CIA calculates per capita GDP in terms of purchasing power parity. This formula allows us to compare the figures among different countries. 
Note: Countries and flags are not drawn to scale.

ALBANIA

ANDORRA

AUSTRIA

BELARUS

BELGIUM

BOSNIA AND  HERZEGOVINA

BULGARIA

CROATIA

CYPRUS

CZECH  REPUBLIC

DENMARK



Country, 
Capital, & Area

Population 
& Density 

Life 
Expectancy
at Birth

GDP
Per Capita*

% Urban Literacy 
Rate 
(%)

Years of
Compulsory
Education

Phone Lines/ 
Cell Phones 
(per 1,000 people)

Internet 
Users 
(per 1,000 people)

Flag &
Language

1,300,000
77 per sq.  mi.
29 per sq. km

72 yrs. $14,300 69 99.8 9 351/650 327.7

Estonian

5,200,000
40 per sq.  mi.
15 per sq. km

79 yrs. $29,000 62 100.0 10 523/867 508.9
Finnish, 
Swedish

60,700,000
285 per sq.  mi.
110 per sq. km

80 yrs. $28,700 76 99.0 11 569/647 313.8

French

82,500,000
598 per sq.  mi.
231 per sq. km

79 yrs. $28,700 88 99.0 13 651/727 411.9

German

11,100,000
218 per sq.  mi.
84 per sq. km

76 yrs. $21,300 60 97.5 9 491/845 154.7

Greek

10,100,000
281 per sq.  mi.
109 per sq. km

68 yrs. $14,900 65 99.4 10 361/676 157.6

Hungarian

300,000
8 per sq.  mi.
3 per sq. km

81 yrs. $31,900 94 99.9 11 653/906 647.9

Icelandic

4,100,000
151 per sq.  mi.
58 per sq. km

78 yrs. $31,900 60 98.0 10 502/763 270.9

English, Irish

58,700,000
505 per sq.  mi.
195 per sq. km

77 yrs. $27,700 90 98.6 9 481/939 352.4

Italian

2,300,000
92 per sq.  mi.
36 per sq. km

72 yrs. $11,500 68 99.8 9 301/394 133.1

Latvian

40,000
567 per sq.  mi.
248 per sq. km

80 yrs. $25,000 21 100.0 8 NA
590.6 
(2002)

German

3,400,000
136 per sq.  mi.
52 per sq. km

72 yrs. $12,500 67 99.6 9 270/475 144.4

Lithuanian
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17,413 sq.  mi.
45,099 sq. km

130,560 sq.  mi.
388,149 sq. km

212,934 sq.  mi.
551,497 sq. km

137,830 sq.  mi.
356 978 sq. km

50,950 sq.  mi.
131,960 sq. km

35,919 sq.  mi.
93,030 sq. km

39,768 sq.  mi.
102,999 sq. km

27,135 sq.  mi.
70,279 sq. km

116,320 sq.  mi.
301,267 sq. km

24,942 sq.  mi.
64,599 sq. km

62 sq.  mi.
161 sq. km

25,174 sq.  mi.
65,200 sq. km
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Country, 
Capital, & Area

Population 
& Density 

Life 
Expectancy
at Birth

GDP
Per Capita*

% Urban Literacy 
Rate 
(%)

Years of
Compulsory
Education

Phone Lines/ 
Cell Phones 
(per 1,000 people)

Internet 
Users 
(per 1,000 people)

Flag &
Language

500,000
457 per sq.  mi.
193 per sq. km

78 yrs. $58,900 91 100.0 10 797/1,061 370.0
Luxembourgish, 
German, French

2,000,000
205 per sq.  mi.
78 per sq. km

71 yrs. $7,100 59 NA 8 271/177 48.4

Macedonian

400,000
3,278 per sq.  mi.
1,246 per sq. km

76 yrs. $18,200 91 92.8 11 523/699 303.0

Maltese, English

4,200,000
323 per sq.  mi.
125 per sq. km

65 yrs. $1,900 45 99.1 11 161/77 34.1

Moldovan

30,000
30,000 per sq.  mi.
11,538 per sq. km

NA $27,000 100 99.0 10 NA
490.8 
(2003)

French

650,000
122 per sq.  mi.
47 per sq. km

73 yrs. $2,200 NA 97.0 NA NA NA
Montenegrin, 

Serbian, Albanian

16,300,000
1,033 per sq.  mi.
399 per sq. km

79 yrs. $29,500 62 99.0 13 618/745 506.3

Dutch, Frisian

4,600,000
37 per sq.  mi.
14 per sq. km

80 yrs. $40,000 78 100.0 11 734/844 502.6

Norwegian

38,200,000
306 per sq.  mi.
118 per sq. km

71 yrs. $12,000 62 99.8 9 95/363 230.0

Polish

10,600,000
298 per sq.  mi.
115 per sq. km

74 yrs. $17,900 53 93.3 9 421/825 193.5

Portuguese

21,600,000
235 per sq.  mi.
91 per sq. km

68 yrs. $7,700 53 98.4 8 194/236 101.5

Romanian

30,000
1,295 per sq.  mi.
500 per sq. km

81 yrs. $34,600 84 96.0 9 NA
536.3 
(2003)

Italian
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125,050 sq.  mi.
323,878 sq. km

124,807 sq.  mi.
323,249 sq. km

35,514 sq.  mi.
91,981 sq. km

92,042 sq.  mi.
238,388 sq. km

23 sq.  mi.
60 sq. km

999 sq.  mi.
2,587 sq. km

9,927 sq.  mi.
25,711 sq. km

124 sq.  mi.
321 sq. km

13,012 sq.  mi.
33,701 sq. km

1 sq.  mi.
2.6 sq. km

5,333 sq.  mi.
13,812 sq. km

15,768 sq.  mi.
40,839 sq. km

* The CIA calculates per capita GDP in terms of purchasing power parity. This formula allows us to compare the figures among different countries. 
Note: Countries and flags are not drawn to scale.

NORWAY

POLAND

PORTUGAL

ROMANIA

SAN  MARINO

LUXEMBOURG

MACEDONIA, FORMER 
YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC  OF

MALTA

MOLDOVA

MONACO

MONTENEGRO

NETHERLANDS



Country, 
Capital, & Area

Population 
& Density 

Life 
Expectancy
at Birth

GDP
Per Capita*

% Urban Literacy 
Rate 
(%)

Years of
Compulsory
Education

Phone Lines/ 
Cell Phones 
(per 1,000 people)

Internet 
Users 
(per 1,000 people)

Flag &
Language

10,100,000
272 per sq.  mi.
114 per sq. km

74 yrs. $2,200 NA 96.0 NA NA NA
Serbian, 
Albanian

5,400,000
284 per sq.  mi.
110 per sq. km

70 yrs. $14,500 56 NA 10 268/544 160.4

Slovak

2,000,000
256 per sq.  mi.
99 per sq. km

77 yrs. $19,600 51 99.7 7 506/835 375.8

Slovenian

43,500,000
223 per sq.  mi.
87 per sq. km

80 yrs. $23,300 76 97.9 11 506/824 156.3

Spanish

9,000,000
52 per sq.  mi.
20 per sq. km

81 yrs. $28,400 84 99.0 10 736/889 573.1

Swedish

7,400,000
467 per sq.  mi.
179 per sq. km

80 yrs. $33,800 68 99.0 9 744/789 351.0
German, 

French, Italian

47,100,000
202 per sq.  mi.
70 per sq. km

63 yrs. $6,300 68 99.7 12 216/84 18.0

Ukrainian

60,100,000
635 per sq.  mi.
245 per sq. km

78 yrs. $29,600 89 99.0 12 591/841 423.1

English

1,000
1,000 per sq.  mi.
385 per sq. km

NA NA 100 100.0 NA NA NA

Italian, Latin

Comparing Lands: Europe is about three-fourths the size of the continental United States.

296,500,000
80 per sq.  mi.
31 per sq. km

78 yrs. $40,100 80 97.0 12 646/488 551.4
English
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34,107 sq.  mi.
88,337 sq. km

18,923 sq.  mi.
49,010 sq. km

7,819 sq.  mi.
20,251 sq. km

193,363 sq.  mi.
500,808 sq. km

173,730 sq.  mi.
449,959 sq. km

Sources: Central Intelligence Agency, World Factbook, 2005; Population Reference Bureau, World Population Data Sheet, 2005; UNESCO Institute for Statistics; 
United Nations, Human Development Report, 2005.

15,942 sq.  mi.
41,290 sq. km

233,089 sq.  mi.
603,698 sq. km

94,548 sq.  mi.
244,878 sq. km

1 sq.  mi.
2.6 sq. km
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UKRAINE

UNITED  KINGDOM

VATICAN  CITY
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF

Europe

The town of Geiranger, Norway, is nestled 
in the crook of a winding fjord.

Why It Matters
A study of the physical geography 
of Europe will reveal how physi-
cal features influence the lives of 
its people and how people have 
managed and used the conti-
nent’s natural resources to sur-
vive and prosper.

Section 1: The  Land
Physical processes shape Earth’s 
surface. Physical forces shaped 
Europe’s landforms, water systems, 
and natural resources. These fea-
tures have shaped the lives of 
people living in  Europe.

Section 2: Climate and 
 Vegetation
Physical processes shape Earth’s 
surface. Latitude, mountain barri-
ers, ocean currents, and proximity 
to large bodies of water affect 
Europe’s climate and  vegetation.

Geography ONLINE

Chapter Overview Visit the World 
Geography and Cultures Web site 
at glencoe.com and click on Chapter 
Overviews—Chapter 11 to preview infor-
mation about the physical geography of 
Europe.

Altrendo Travel/Getty Images

http://glencoe.com
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Categorizing Information Use a 
Top-Tab Book to review and catego-
rize information about the physical 
geography of  Europe.

Reading and Writing As you read this chapter, write 
down key details about Europe’s land, water systems, 
climate, and vegetation. Record details in the appropriate 
area of your  Foldable.



SECTION 1 The Land
Corsica’s varied landscape  is like many other parts 
of Europe in the way it has influenced the history and 
lives of people who live there. Its craggy mountains 
have separated groups of people for centuries. In con-
trast, picturesque beaches and vineyards continue to 
attract visitors from around the  world.

 Voices Around the World
“In the chestnut forests of the Castagniccia region, tiny villages and grand build-
ings cling to mountainsides, eternally poised to repulse the waves of invaders 
that swept over Corsica for 2,000 years: Greeks, Carthaginians, Romans, 
Moors, Genoese, and, finally, the French. Beaches, deserts, and alpine forests 
are layered like the fromage de brebis pastry that Corsicans serve to visitors. 
This diversity in a 115-mile-long outcropping of soil 
and rock once led an American diplomat, who 
had a house there, to say, “Corsica is not an 
island — it’s a continent.”

 — Peter Ross Range, 
“France’s Paradox 

Island: Corsica,” 
National Geographic, 

April 2003

Guide to Reading
Section Preview
Physical forces shaped Europe’s 
landforms, water systems, and 
natural resources.

Content  Vocabulary

Academic  Vocabulary
• located (p. 281)
• process (p. 281)

Places to  Locate
• Alps (p. 281)
• Rhine River (p. 281)
• Po River (p. 281)
• Northern European Plain (p. 281)
• Baltic Sea (p. 282)
• North Sea (p. 282)
• Mediterranean Sea (p. 282)
• British Isles (p. 283)
• Aegean Sea (p. 283)
• Danube River (p. 283)
• Black Sea (p. 283)

Reading  Strategy
Organizing Complete a web dia-
gram similar to the one below by 
filling in the natural resources 
found in  Europe.

Natural Resources

A Corsican man near the 
village of Sainte Lucie 
de Tallano

280 Unit 4

• glaciation 
(p. 281)

• loess (p. 281)

• dike (p. 282)
• polder (p. 282)
• fjord (p. 282)

(bkgd)Jean-Bernard Carillet/Lonely Planet Images, (br)Chris Lisle/CORBIS
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Landforms
MAIN MAIN IdeaIdea Europe’s landscape, created over time 

by physical processes, has shaped the lives and 
settlement patterns of Europeans.

GEOGRAPHY AND YOU What physical features 
come to mind when you think of Europe? Read to 
learn more about the landforms and other geo-
graphic features of  Europe.

Wind, water, and ice are among the forces that 
have created Europe’s landforms. These landforms 
have influenced in many ways the lives of people 
living in each  region.

Mountains and  Plains
The European landscape consists of plains inter-

rupted by mountains running through its interior 
and along its northern and southern edge. Europe’s 
northwestern mountains, rounded by millions of 
years of erosion and glaciation, feature relatively 
low peaks. Glaciation is the process in which  gla-
ciers formed and spread. Ben Nevis, the high est 
mountain in the British Isles at 4,406 feet 
(1,343 m), is part of these ranges. Extending from 
the Iberian Peninsula to eastern Europe, the central 
uplands consist of low, rounded mountains and 
high plateaus with scattered forests. This region 
includes the Meseta, Spain’s central plateau, and 
the Massif Central, France’s central  highlands.

By contrast, southern Europe’s geologically 
younger mountains are high and jagged. As the 
Earth’s crust lifted and folded, the Pyrenees 
(PIHR•uh•NEEZ) were thrust upward to more 
than 11,000 feet (3,353 m). Created by glaciation 
and folding, the Alps mountain system forms a 
crescent from southern France to the Balkan 
Peninsula. Mont Blanc, the highest peak in the 
Alps, stands at 15,771 feet (4,807 m) in France on 
the border with Italy. Some of Europe’s major riv-
ers, such as the Rhine and the Po, have their source 
in the Alps. These mountains also separate the 
warm, dry climate of the Mediterranean region 
from the cooler climates of the north. The physical 
map on page 268 shows that another towering 
mountain chain, the Carpathians, runs through 
eastern Europe from Slovakia to  Romania.

Europe’s broad plains curve around the high-
lands. Scoured by Ice Age glaciers, the Northern 
European Plain, or Great European Plain, stretches 

from southeastern England and western France 
eastward to Poland, Ukraine, and Russia. The 
plain’s fertile soil and wealth of rivers originally 
drew farmers to the area. The southern edge is 
especially fertile because deposits of loess, a fine, 
rich, wind-borne soil left by glaciers, cover  it.

Deposits of coal, iron ore, and other minerals 
found near the Northern European Plain led to 
western Europe’s industrial development during 
the 1800s. Today many of Europe’s largest cities, 
such as Paris and Berlin, are located on the  plain.

Another fertile plains area, the Great Hungarian 
Plain, extends from Hungary to Croatia, Serbia, 
and Romania. Farmers cultivate grains, fruit, 
and vegetables and raise livestock in the low-
lands along the Danube  River.

Seas, Peninsulas, and  Islands
Although Europe and Asia share a common 

landmass called Eurasia, Europe is a distinct region. 
Jutting westward from Asia, Europe has an unusu-
ally long, irregular coastline that touches many 
bodies of water, including the Atlantic Ocean and 
the Baltic, North, Mediterranean, and Black  Seas.

Most of Europe lies within 300 miles (483 km) 
of a seacoast. This closeness to the sea has shaped 
the lives of its peoples over time. For example, 
in the Netherlands, water can be friend or foe. 

The Alps are the region’s most rec-
ognizable mountain system, run-

ning from southern France to the Balkan  Peninsula.

Location What is the highest peak in the  Alps?
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About 25 percent of the Netherlands lies below 
sea level, and coastal dunes have not always been 
helpful in keeping out North Sea waters. The dia-
gram below shows how the Dutch since the 
Middle Ages have built dikes, large banks of earth 
and stone, to hold back water. With the dikes for 
protection, they have reclaimed new land from 
the sea. These reclaimed lands, called polders, 
once were drained and kept dry by the use of 
windmills. Today, other power sources run pumps 
to remove water. Polders provide hundreds of 
thousands of acres for farming and settlement. 
Still, in the recent past, stormy seas have breached 
the dikes, creating devastating  floods.

The Northern Peninsulas Europe is a large pen-
insula made up of smaller peninsulas. In the far 
north lies the scenic Scandinavian Peninsula. 
During the last Ice Age, the process of glaciation 
carved out long, narrow, steep-sided inlets called 
fjords (fee•AWRDZ) on the Atlantic coastline. 
Much of Norway and northern Sweden is moun-
tainous, but in southern Sweden, lowlands slope 
gently to the Baltic Sea. In both countries, and 
in Finland, Ice Age glaciers left behind thousands 
of sparkling  lakes.

The Jutland Peninsula forms the mainland part 
of Denmark and extends into the North Sea.
Glaciers deposited sand and gravel on the penin-
sula’s flat western side and carved fjords into the 
coastline on the east. Flat plains or low hills make 
up most of the peninsula’s  interior.

The Southern Peninsulas The Iberian Peninsula 
extends off of southwestern Europe. Home to 
Spain and Portugal, the peninsula separates the 
Atlantic Ocean from the Mediterranean Sea. 
Only 20 miles (32 km) of water at the Strait of 
Gibraltar separates the peninsula’s southern tip 
from  Africa.

Most of the Iberian Peninsula is a plateau, ris-
ing above narrow coastal plains. To the north, 
the Pyrenees cut off the peninsula from the rest 
of Europe. As a result, the people of the Iberian 
Peninsula were, until modern times, relatively 
isolated from the rest of Europe and were ori-
ented toward the  sea.

The Italian Peninsula extends like a giant boot 
into the Mediterranean Sea. Its long coastline 
varies from high, rocky cliffs to long, sandy 
beaches. Forming the peninsula’s spine are the 
Apennines, a geologically young mountain chain. 
Plains cover only about one-third of the Italian 
Peninsula, the largest being the fertile plain of 
Lombardy along the Po River in the  north.

In southeastern Europe lies the Balkan 
Peninsula. Bounded by the Adriatic and Ionian 
Seas on the west and the Aegean and Black Seas 
on the east, the Balkan Peninsula holds a tangle 
of mountain ranges and valleys that stretch 
southward from the Danube River. Because of 
the region’s craggy landscape, overland travel is 
difficult. Historically, people moved along rivers 
and seas in this mountainous  region.

Building Dikes and  Polders

 1. Human-Environment Interaction Why do you think canals are created as 
polders are being built?

 2. Place What are some disadvantages to settlement in the reclaimed  lands?

José Fuste Raga/zefa/CORBIS
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Water Systems
MAIN MAIN IdeaIdea Europeans depend on rivers and canals 

for transportation, trade, and leisure  activities.

GEOGRAPHY AND YOU What are the ways in 
which people depend on water systems? Read to 
learn about the water systems of  Europe.

Many of Europe’s rivers flow from mountain 
and highland areas to the coasts. Connecting navi-
gable rivers with canals has enhanced natural 
waterways as transportation links. This has greatly 
increased the accessibility to water for many parts 
of the region. Rivers and canals also provide water 
for irrigation and  electricity.

Europe’s rivers have differing characteristics. The 
rivers of the Scandinavian Peninsula are short and 
do not provide easy connections between cities. 
On the Iberian Peninsula, rivers generally are too 
narrow and shallow for large ships. England’s 
Thames (TEHMZ) River, on the other hand, allows 
oceangoing ships to reach the port of  London.

In the heartland of Europe, however, relatively 
long rivers provide links between inland areas as 
well as to the sea. The Rhine River, the most 
important river in western Europe, flows from the 
Swiss Alps through France and Germany and into 
the Netherlands. It connects many industrial cities 
to the port of Rotterdam on the North  Sea.

The Danube River, which flows from southern 
Germany’s Black Forest through Hungary and 
Romania to the Black Sea, is eastern Europe’s 
major waterway. Each year ships and barges carry 
millions of tons of cargo on the Danube. The Main 
(MYN) River, a tributary of the Rhine, is con-
nected to the Danube by the Main-Danube Canal, 
which links the North Sea with the Black Sea.

Other major European rivers include the Seine, 
Rhone, and Loire in France; the Elbe and Weser 
in Germany; the Vistula in Poland; the Po in 
Italy; and the Dnieper in Ukraine.

 Human-Environment Interaction
For what activities are Europe’s waterways  used?

Europe’s Islands Iceland is located south of the 
Arctic Circle in the North Atlantic Ocean. Lying 
astride the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, an underwater 
mountain range, Iceland has volcanoes, hot 
springs, and geysers. Its location in the high lati-
tudes means that glaciers are found next to the 
volcanoes and hot springs. Many homes and 
industries in Iceland are heated by piping in water 
from hot springs. Lowlands stretch along Iceland’s 
coast, but the land rises to an inland  plateau.

The British Isles lie northwest of the mainland. 
They consist of two large islands, Great Britain 
and Ireland, and thousands of smaller islands. 
The rugged coastline of the British Isles features 
rocky cliffs that drop to deep  bays. Mountains, 
plateaus, and valleys make up most of northern 
and western Great Britain, while low hills and 
rolling plains dominate in the south. Ireland, 
often called the Emerald Isle, is a lush green land 
of cool temperatures and abundant rainfall.

Islands also lie south of the mainland, in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Rugged mountains form the 
larger islands of Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Crete, 
and Cyprus. Tectonic activity is characteristic of 
the region. Mount Etna, Europe’s highest active 
volcano, rises over Sicily. Smaller island groups in 
the region are Spain’s Balearic Islands, Malta’s 5 
islands, and Greece’s nearly 2,000 islands in the 
Aegean Sea. 

 Place Why is Ireland called the 
Emerald Isle?
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Geography ONLINE

Student Web Activity Visit the World Geography 
and Cultures Web site at glencoe.com and click on 
Student Web Activities—Chapter 11 for an activity about 
the rivers of Europe.

The Old Man of Hoy, 
part of the Orkney 

Islands of Scotland, is a sea stack of sandstone 
450 feet (137 m) high caused by erosion.

Regions How can the coast of the British Isles be described?

Skyscan/CORBIS
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Vocabulary
 1. Explain the significance of: glaciation, loess, dike, polder,  fjord.

Main  Ideas
 2. List and describe examples of Europe’s landforms that have 

been created and shaped over time by physical processes.
 3. How have landforms in Europe shaped the lives and settle-

ment patterns of people in the region? Give examples.
 4. How have natural resources influenced European economic 

activity in the past?
 5. Use a diagram like the one below to identify the ways in which 

Europeans depend on rivers and canals.

Critical  Thinking
 6. How have mountains affected past and present 

human activities in the region?
 7. Making Generalizations Which physical features of Europe 

are most likely to draw tourists? Why?
 8. Analyzing Visuals Compare the physical map on page 268 

with the map above. Near what physical features is most of 
Europe’s coal  located?

Writing About  Geography
 9. Expository Writing Study the map above. Describe the areas 

in which conflict could arise around the management of 
 resources that cross political boundaries.

SECTION 1 REVIEW

Natural Resources
MAIN MAIN IdeaIdea Natural  resources influence economic 

activity in Europe.

GEOGRAPHY AND YOU What are the most impor-
tant energy resources in the United States? Read to 
learn about the energy resources used by Europeans.

Europe’s abundant supply of coal and iron ore 
fueled the development of modern  industry.
Europeans today rely on coal, oil, gas, and nuclear 
and hydroelectric power. Vast oil and natural gas 
deposits under the North Sea contribute greatly 
to Europe’s energy needs. Major reserves of coal 
are located in the United Kingdom, Germany, 
Ukraine, and Poland. Although coal is an impor-
tant fuel source, it is being replaced by cleaner-
burning natural gas. France, which lacks large oil 
and gas reserves, has invested heavily in nuclear 
 power. In places where other fuels are scarce, 
Europeans burn peat, vegetable matter found in 
swamps. Peat is dug up, chopped into blocks, and 
dried so it can be burned. Deposits of iron ore lie 
in Sweden, France, and Ukraine. Europe’s other 
mineral resources include bauxite, zinc, and 
 manganese.

 Human-Environment Interaction
What natural resources are used as energy sources?

Geography ONLINE

Study Central™ To review this section, go to 
glencoe.com and click on Study Central.
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TitlePetroleum, Natural Gas, and 
Coal Reserves in  Europe

 1. Location Which European country has the largest con-
centration of coal  reserves?

 2. Place Where is most petroleum located?

Rivers and Canals

http://glencoe.com
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SECTION 2 Climate and 
 Vegetation
Europe  is a land of varied climates and vegetation. For 
example, a Mediterranean island during the summer is 
warm, dry, and sunny. Shrubs and olive trees dot its 
landscape. However, in the Alps, cold temperatures, pre-
cipitation, and quick changes of weather are the norm. 
Fir, pine, and spruce trees fill the rugged  landscape.

 Voices Around the World
“. . . I learned to ski in . . . [t]he Alps, the great 
upper story of Europe. From the mountains, in 
all directions, flow mighty rivers, the Rhine, 
Rhône, Po, and Danube; a necklace of 
immortal cities lies in the surrounding foot-
hills and plains. . . . You are simultaneously 
in the center of civilization and the most 
majestic, thrilling wilderness. . . .
The timberline is relatively low; 
above the trees typically are 
meadows that for centu-
ries have been used for 
summer grazing. 
There are few wild 
animals. . . . These 
are [t]he Alps. High 
up, near the sky.”

 — James Salter, 
“The Alps,” 

National 
Geographic 

Traveler, 
October 1999

Guide to Reading
Section Preview
This section describes the many fac-
tors that affect climate and vegeta-
tion in different regions of  Europe.

Content  Vocabulary

Academic Vocabulary
• vary (p. 286)
• annual (p. 287)
• normal (p. 288)

Places to  Locate
• France (p. 286)
• North Atlantic Current (p. 286)
• Hungary (p. 288)
• Romania (p. 288)
• Ukraine (p. 288)

Reading  Strategy
Categorizing As you read about 
the climates of Europe, complete a 
graphic organizer similar to the one 
below by listing and describing the 
types of climate regions found in 
the  midlatitudes.

• permafrost 
(p. 287)

• timberline 
(p. 287)

• mistral (p. 288)

• sirocco (p. 288)
• foehn (p. 288)
• avalanche 

(p. 288)

Midlatitudes

A climber in the  high elevations of the Alps

Prisma/SuperStock
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Influences on  Climate
MAIN MAIN IdeaIdea Latitude, mountain barriers, wind pat-

terns, and distance from large bodies of water influ-
ence Europe’s climate  patterns.

GEOGRAPHY AND YOU Have you traveled to the 
sea or the mountains? What was the climate like? 
Read to learn how latitude, mountains, and proxim-
ity to the sea influence Europe’s  climate.

The climates and vegetation of Europe vary
from the cold, barren tundra and subarctic 
stretches of Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland 
to the warm, shrub-covered Mediterranean coasts 
of Italy, Spain, and Greece. What factors account 
for such variation in a relatively small area? 
Europe’s northern latitude and its proximity to 
the sea influence its climate and vegetation. 
Westerly winds and the presence of large moun-
tain ranges, such as the Alps, also affects  climate.

Western and southern parts of Europe, which 
lie near or along large bodies of water, benefit 

from warm maritime winds. These places have a 
generally mild climate compared with other 
places in the world at the same latitude. For 
example, Paris, France, and Boston, Massachusetts, 
are at about the same latitude, yet January tem-
peratures in Paris are milder than those in Boston. 
This is due to the warm winds brought by the 
North Atlantic Current that moves along the 
European coast. By contrast, parts of eastern and 
northern Europe have a colder climate than most 
of western and southern Europe because of their 
distance from the warming effects of the Atlantic 
 Ocean.

As in other parts of the world, location influ-
ences vegetation patterns in Europe. Natural 
vegetation in the region varies from forests and 
grasslands to tundra plants and small shrubs. 
Compare the climate and vegetation maps of 
Europe. Note that the types of vegetation found 
in Europe are closely linked to the climate 
 regions.

 Place What is one important 
influence on the climate of  Europe?

Europe: Natural Vegetation

Text FPO

1. Location What areas of Europe have deciduous 
forests? Mixed forests?

2. Regions Compare this map with the climate map on 
page 287. Which climate produces coniferous forests?

Use StudentWorks™ Plus or glencoe.com.
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Climate Regions
MAIN MAIN IdeaIdea Europe’s climate regions range from 

cold northern climates to dry steppe climates in the 
southern part of the  region.

GEOGRAPHY AND YOU What characteristics might 
regions in the midlatitudes and high latitudes share? 
Read to learn about the factors that affect climate 
and vegetation in these regions of  Europe.

Wind, ocean currents, latitude, and landforms 
all help determine Europe’s varied  climates.

High-Latitude Regions
Europe’s far north has high-latitude climates 

with bitterly cold winters and short, cool summers. 
The tundra regions have permafrost, soil that is 
permanently frozen below the surface. Tundra 
areas support little vegetation, with the exception 
of mosses, small shrubs, and wildflowers that 
bloom during the brief summer. The subarctic cli-
mate region supports a vast coniferous forest that 
broadens in the east where Europe and northern 
Asia  meet.

Though located in the high latitudes, western 
Norway and southern parts of Iceland and 
Sweden experience a warmer climate character-
istic of the midlatitude regions. This marine west 
coast climate with cool summers, mild winters, 
and nearly 90 inches of annual precipitation is 
the result of the Norwegian Current and the 
North Atlantic Current. These currents bring 
tropical water to the area and keep Norway’s 
fjords from freezing. In contrast, parts of eastern 
Norway and southern Sweden and Finland, 
which are sheltered by mountains, have a humid 
continental climate. These areas experience 
warm summers, cold winters, and less than 30 
inches (76 cm) of annual  precipitation.

Midlatitude Regions
Most of western Europe has a marine west coast 

climate—mild winters, cool summers, and abun-
dant rainfall. The Gulf Stream and the North 
Atlantic Current bring warm waters to this part of 
Europe from the Gulf of Mexico and regions near 
the Equator. Prevailing westerly winds blowing 
over these currents carry warm, moist air to west-
ern Europe. Natural vegetation in western Europe 
includes varieties of deciduous and coniferous 

trees. Deciduous trees, those that lose their leaves, 
such as ash, maple, and oak, thrive in the area’s 
marine west coast climate. Coniferous trees, cone-
bearing fir, pine, and spruce, are found in cooler 
Alpine mountain areas up to the timberline, the 
elevation above which trees cannot  grow.

Southern Europe has a Mediterranean climate 
with hot, dry summers and mild, rainy winters. A 
humid subtropical climate, however, stretches from 
northern Italy to the central part of the Balkan 
Peninsula. Because the Alps block moist Atlantic 

 1. Place Which part of Europe is dominated by a humid continental 
climate?

 2. Regions Why does northwestern Europe have a milder climate 
than eastern  Europe?

Use StudentWorks™ Plus or glencoe.com.

Europe: Climate Regions
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Vocabulary
 1. Explain the significance of: permafrost, timberline, mistral, 

sirocco, foehn,  avalanche.

Main  Ideas
 2. What factors influence climate in Europe? Give examples.
 3. How do Europe’s main climate regions—high latitude, midlati-

tude, and dry—differ?
 4. Create an outline like the one below, showing the climate and 

vegetation found in three European  countries.

Critical  Thinking
 5. How does latitude affect Europe’s climate and veg-

etation in specific regions? Give  examples.
 6. Analyzing Information What geographic factors contribute 

to vegetation differences between the highland area of the 
Alps and tundra climate  regions?

 7. Analyzing Visuals Study the vegetation and climate maps on 
pages 286–287. Where are most of Europe’s coniferous for-
ests located? What do these climate areas have in common 
that would make them favorable to this type of  tree?

Writing About  Geography
 8. Descriptive Writing Describe the differences between two 

climate regions in Europe. Support your answer with evidence 
from the National Geographic excerpts on pages 280 and 285.

SECTION 2 REVIEW

serious natural hazard in the Alps. They threaten 
skiers, hikers, and villages, and destroy every-
thing in their  paths.

Dry Regions
Parts of southeastern and southwestern Europe 

have a dry steppe climate. The southeastern 
European steppe is a belt of dry, cold grassland 
that extends from Hungary, Serbia, Montenegro, 
and Romania through Ukraine and Central Asia. 
A steppe climate is characterized by hot summers 
and extremely cold winters. Levels of precipita-
tion vary, as rainfall becomes scarce in the eastern 
areas of the steppe that are farther away from 
moist Atlantic Ocean winds. Farming is difficult 
in steppe regions because of the extreme tempera-
tures, periods of drought, poor and easily eroded 
soils, and high winds.

Parts of the Meseta, an interior plateau located 
on the Iberian Peninsula, have a dry steppe cli-
mate. The Meseta extends over 81,000 square 
miles (210,000 square km). Madrid, Spain, is at 
its  center.

Place What are three types of cli-
mates found in Europe’s midlatitude  regions?

Geography ONLINE

Study Central™ To review this section, go to 
glencoe.com and click on Study Central.
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 Climate and Vegetation

 I. Iceland
  A. Climates: subarctic, tundra, and permafrost
  B. Vegetation: conifers, lichens, moss

winds, less precipitation falls in southern Europe 
than in northwestern Europe. Local winds in the 
region sometimes cause changes in the normal 
weather pattern. The mistral, a strong north wind 
from the Alps, can send gusts of bitterly cold air 
into southern France. By contrast, siroccos
(suh•RAH•kohs), high, dry winds from North 
Africa, may bring high temperatures to the region. 
The hot, dry summers in much of southern Europe 
encourage the growth of drought-resistant vegeta-
tion such as shrubs and small trees.

Much of eastern Europe has a humid continen-
tal climate with cold, snowy winters and hot 
summers. Warm ocean currents have less influ-
ence on climate in these areas farther from the 
Atlantic Ocean. As a result, summer and winter 
temperatures vary more widely. This humid con-
tinental climate supports vegetation that is gener-
ally a mix of deciduous and coniferous  forests.

The Alps have a highland climate with colder 
temperatures and more precipitation than nearby 
lowland areas. Sudden changes can occur, how-
ever, when dry, winter winds called foehns
(FUHNZ) blow down from the mountains into 
valleys and plains. Foehns can trigger avalanches,
destructive masses of ice, snow, and rock sliding 
down mountainsides. Avalanches represent a 

http://glencoe.com
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Study anywhere, anytime 
by downloading quizzes 
and flashcards to your 
PDA from glencoe.com.

D  RIVERS
• Rhine and Danube Rivers in the heartland of 

Europe are dominant rivers with large amounts 
of traffic.

• Seine and Rhone Rivers in France are important 
for transportation and urban development.

• Po River in Italy key in industrial development

E  THE  ALPS
• Located in southern Europe; young, high, 

jagged  mountains
• Source of some of Europe’s major  rivers
• Form a barrier that 

separates warm, 
dry climate of the 
Mediterranean from 
cooler climates of 
the  north

B  RESOURCES
• Major petroleum and natural gas 

reserves in the North Sea.
• Coal deposits in the United Kingdom, 

Germany, Ukraine, and Poland.
• Heavy investment in nuclear power 

in France.

A  ISLANDS
• Volcanic Iceland has hot springs and 

geysers; tundra and marine west 
coast  climates

• British Isles consist of islands of Great 
Britain and Ireland; lie northwest of 
the European mainland

• Rugged mountains form islands of 
Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Crete, and 
Cyprus in the Mediterranean  Sea

C   PENINSULAS
• Glaciation carved narrow, steep-sided fjords along 

the  coasts of northern peninsulas
• Warm ocean currents create marine west coast 

climate in coastal  areas of northern peninsulas
• Southern peninsulas include the Iberian, Italian, 

and Balkan Peninsulas.
• Mediterranean climate characterizes the Iberian 

and Italian Peninsulas.

Study anywhere, anytime 
by downloading quizzes 
and flashcards to your 
PDA from glencoe.com.

A

E

C

F

D

C

F  NORTHERN EUROPEAN  PLAIN
• Stretches from southeastern England and 

western France east to Poland, Ukraine, 
and  Russia

• Mild climate, fertile soil, 
and access to rivers make 
it a highly productive agri-
cultural  area

B

(tr)SIME s.a.s/eStock Photo, (bl)Walter Bibikow/Getty Images, (br)Ralf Niemzig/VISUM/The Image Works
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When you have fi nished, check your work to be sure you have answered all the 
 questions.

Reviewing  Vocabulary

1. The Dutch have expanded their farmland by enclosing 
 with  dikes.

A  rivers

B  plains

C  polders

D  fjords

2. Glaciation carved long, narrow, steep-sided inlets called 
 in the coast of  Norway.

A  polders

B  dikes

C  fjords

D  rivers

3. The  is a strong north wind from the Alps that can 
bring bitterly cold air to southern  France.

A  sirocco

B  foehn

C  chinook

D  mistral

4. A destructive mass of ice, snow, and rock sliding down a 
mountain is called a(n)  .

A  avalanche

B  permafrost

C  foehn

D  sirocco

Reviewing Main  Ideas

Section 1 
5. Which seas does the Main-Danube Canal  link?

A the North Sea and the Baltic  Sea

B the Mediterranean Sea and the North  Sea

C the North Sea and the Black  Sea

D the Baltic Sea and the Black  Sea

6. Which country depends heavily on nuclear power for its 
energy  needs?

A Britain

B Spain

C Norway

D France

Section 2 
7. What is responsible for making western Europe’s climate 

milder than that of eastern  Europe?

A lower  latitude

B the North Atlantic  Current

C lower  elevation

D fewer  mountains

8. What kind of climate is found in the central part of the Iberian 
 Peninsula?

A  highland

B marine west  coast

C  Mediterranean

D  steppe

TEST-TAKING TIP
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ASSESSMENT

Geography ONLINE

For additional test practice, use Self-Check Quizzes—
Chapter 11 on glencoe.com.

Critical  Thinking

 9. What would be the effect on climate if Europe’s highest 
mountains lay along the west coast instead of across south-
ern  Europe?

A Most of Europe would have greater rainfall than it  does.

B Most of Europe would be warmer than it  is.

C Most of Europe would get less rainfall than it  does.

D Europe would have the same climate that it has  now.

10. Which river fl ows through the most  countries?

A  Rhine

B  Danube

C  Tagus

D  Dnieper

Document-Based  Questions

In 2003 Europe experienced exceptionally hot temperatures dur-
ing the summer. It is estimated that 35,000 people eventually 
died from the heat, more than 14,000 in France  alone.

Record-high temperatures across Europe — causing heat-
related deaths and leading to a series of deadly forest fi res in 
Southern Europe — have claimed thousands of lives. . . .

Doctors in France have struggled to cope with the increased 
number of heat stroke victims. Temperatures topped 40 degrees 
Celsius (104 degrees Fahrenheit) in Paris in recent days. . . . 
French funeral parlours have noted a 37 percent increase in 
deaths over the past week compared to last year. . . .

The government launched an emergency plan in the Paris 
region this week to deal with the medical crisis, allowing for 
the call-up of doctors from holiday and providing extra staff 
and temporary mortuaries. The French Red Cross is helping 
care for victims and military hospital beds have been provided 
as wards have experienced extreme overcrowding. . . .

In contrast to the U.S., the overwhelming majority of 
European homes and workplaces lack any sort of air condi-
tioning to counter the heat. Millions of workers have been 
required to carry out their duties in tropical temperatures. . . .

The heat wave has reignited debate over whether the high 
temperatures represent a normal fl uctuation in the climate or 
are a symptom of global warming, with the overwhelming 
body of current evidence indicating the latter is the case. The 
year 1998 was the warmest ever recorded and the 1990s the 
hottest decade of the  millennium.

—Stefan Steinberg, “Thousands Die in European Heat Wave”

11. What circumstance causes extreme heat to be a particular 
problem in western  Europe?

Extended  Response
12. What are some of the major rivers in Europe? 

Describe why these rivers are important to the 
lives of Europeans.

AFRICA 

RUSSIA 

Europe: Rivers

If you missed questions. . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Go to page. . . 282 282 288 288 283 284 286 288 287 291 291 283
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